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502108 Championship Tennis Systems—Specifications
Product Description
Outdoor tennis systems shall be 502108 Championship Tennis
System by Draper, Inc., Spiceland, IN.
502108 Championship Tennis System shall consist of one post with winch,
one fixed post, one 502110 tennis net, one 502111 center tie down strap and
one 502112 center strap anchor.
Posts shall be constructed with 3"– 13-gauge square galvanized tubing with a
wall thickness of .0938". Overall length of post shall be 60" to allow for 18" to
be set in concrete footing or optional ground sleeve. Top of posts are capped
with a cast aluminum cap with cable guide pins. System features internal
winch cable take-up post and internal net attachment on fixed post. Winding
post has ample take-up capacity a removable handle for safety and to prevent
unauthorized use. Posts have net lacing rods and bottom pins that make it
easy to set post at 42" height. Post finished in attractive and durable gloss
black powder coat.
502110 Heavy-Duty Tennis net body shall be constructed of 3.0 mm hollow
braid polyethylene cord. Net features a 36 oz. single layer vinyl headband,

treated with UV and mildew inhibitors, sewn with four rows of lock stitching using Tex 270 bonded polyester thread. Side and bottom tapes are 18 oz. coated
vinyl with brass grommets and sewn with Tex 210 bonded polyester thread.
Net has a vinyl coated galvanized aircraft cable at the top and ½” diameter
fiberglass end dowels.
502111 Polyester Center Strap is made with heavy-duty polyester webbing
and features black oxide coated brass slide buckles, nickel-plated double end
snap and reinforced ends for added strength.
502112 Center Ground Anchor is made with 1½" OD – 10 gauge galvanized
tubing and a stainless steel pin. Overall length is 9".

Options:
502115 Ground Sleeve with cover for semi-permanent installations. Sleeve
has an inside diameter of 3" square and overall measurement of 24". Sleeve
has a 6" debris trap at bottom.
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